Electrification and signalization package

Our electrification and signalization package combines a wide range of upgrades in a single, cost-effective offering covering your elevator's electrical control systems, car lighting, and signalization. Suitable for both traction and hydraulic elevators, these upgrades will improve energy efficiency, accessibility, and visual design. They will also prepare your elevator for future modernization of the hoisting machinery with the latest eco-efficient KONE technology.

KEY BENEFITS

- Improves reliability
- Reduces energy consumption
- Prepares elevator for hoisting machinery upgrade
- Better passenger experience with stylish LED lighting
- Better accessibility with EN81-70-compliant signalization and accurate leveling

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

- Installation time: 5 – 6 working days depending on configuration
- Components replaced:
  - Elevator control system
  - Car and landing signalization
  - Car lighting
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